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Current Status

• Lots of good programs providing basic mechatronic instruction

• Heavy emphasis on hands-on – just what’s needed
• Expensive and time consuming, but essential!

• I’d like to explore what it would take to expand mechatronics curricula 
to comprehend more of the issues that arise in real-world projects
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Items to Consider

• Complexity

• Safety

• Operator Interface

• Networking technology

• Security

• Engineering Science – prediction, simulation
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Complexity

• Most academic work focuses on the bottom three 
layers of this diagram

• While these layers are critically important, successful 
operation of many, more complex, systems depends 
on the upper layers

• Many techniques available. For work at the 
complexity I’ve experienced (the “unit machine”*) 
I’ve found state diagrams (state charts, state 
transition logic, …) very useful 

• *Unit machine: all elements exchange energy directly 
or exchange material with little or no buffering
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Safety

• Many mechatronic systems are capable of doing considerable damage 
to people and/or property

• While safety engineering is a separate discipline, the huge majority of 
mechatronic project groups do not include a safety engineer

• Thus, “we” are responsible for the safety of our systems

• There is a large body of safety-related material that cold be brought 
into the mechatronics curriculum in a compact manner

• Engineers on mechatronics projects should be able to know when 
they are OK working on safety issues and when they need help!
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Operator Interface/Human-Machine 
Interation
• Similar situation to safety – “we” end up designing operator 

interfaces for mechatronic systems

• My favorite example: hot water/cold water, counter vs. common 
rotation direction

• Three-Mile Island, Therac-25, 

• http://www.cracked.com/article_19776_6-disasters-caused-by-
poorly-designed-user-interfaces.html

• Again, compact instruction in operator interface design (and testing) 
will go a long way towards improvement
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Networking                     Security

• Any system above a basic level 
of complexity is likely to be 
networked

• Core connections among 
sensors, actuators

• Network technology decisions 
bear heavily on performance 
and reliability

• Cyber security as well as physical 
security

• Has to be built in from the 
beginning

• Anything with external 
connections is vulnerable

• But, those external connections 
are often critical to effective 
system operation
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Engineering Science: Prediction, 
Simulation
• Engineering Science (including math, basic science, upper division 

science-based courses): about 60-70% of typical undergrad program

• Why?
• To equip students to be able to predict the behavior of physical systems

• Critical importance for mechatronics, particularly for control system 
design

• Current curriculum is obsolete and doesn’t meet the “why” need

• Based on 19th century model
• Find special case that has an analytical solution
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Mechatronics and Simulation

• Design workflow 

• Iteration is the key!

• But, the red line is very expensive for iteration

• Simulation is critical for effective early design 
iteration, minimizing the use of the red route

• But, modeling of mechanical systems is notoriously 
difficult
• 3D dynamics combined with constraints
• Most often not done, necessitating red line
• Engineering BS graduates have no idea how to do this!
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Mechanical design:
3D CAD, Parametric

Simulate

ProtoType

Produce

Control Design



What to Do About This?

• Change the whole curriculum!
• Yes, very hard to do (to put it mildly)
• Go from 19th century paradigm (special cases, analytic) to 21st century 

paradigm (basic physical elements, numeric)
• Think single pendulum to double pendulum (generalizability)

• We are currently working on a workflow project sponsored by Nat’l 
Instruments and Autodesk

• Uses Modelica as an intermediate representation for mechanical  
systems

• A basic tool (among others) that our students should see very early in 
their studies.
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